2

Your objective is for that someone to not
be you. Strategically dish your food champions out on everyone else before they dish
them out on you.

3

The game ends when someone runs out of
health, the player with the most health wins!

4 players use one deck and remove all
Lv. 1-2 cards
7 players use two decks and remove all
Lv. 1-4 cards from both decks and all Lv. 5 cards
from one deck

2

Remove all Gourmayhem cards
(double sided cards, 4 in each deck)
Gourmayhem! (optional)

We cannot change the cards
we are dealt, just how we dish
them out on everyone else.

We suggest playing without Gourmayhem rules
(see back) for your first few games.
Then, you’ll have worked up an appetite for
some extra juicy fun.

SET THE TABLE

PLAYERS

# of
decks

CARDS
REMOVED

HAND
SIZE

2-3

1

All Lv. 1-6

8 or 12

4

1

All Lv. 1-2

13

5

1

None

12

6

2

All Lv. 1-6

12

7

2

All Lv. 1-4,
all Lv. 5 from one deck

12

8

2

All Lv. 1-4

12

9

2

All Lv. 1,
all Lv. 2 from one deck

12

10

2

None

12

FOOD GROUPS
There are four food groups, each with Lv. 1-15
foods. Thus, there are four cards for each Lv.
in each deck. See player aides for a reference
table of all cards.
Highest Lv.

meat

14 Gluten Gladiator

PLANT
Drink
Dessert

15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

4

Player 4
Stack

Shuffle the remaining deck and deal the same
number of cards face down to each player.
Players look at their hands.
Give each player 500 health worth of tokens.

1
2

Whoever last ate dessert begins the first
battle by playing any card. The first food group
played each battle is the Craving.
Going clockwise, other players must play a
Craving if available in their hand.

PLAYER 1

PLAYER 3

Strategy Tip

Since most cards deal damage, it is generally
best to get rid of high Lv. cards early to avoid
getting attacked later. See player aides for more
strategy tips!

Double Decker (6-10 players)

When two players play the same card, they are
immune from being attacked this battle only.
The next highest Lv. Craving is attacked and
collects ALL cards, including cancelled cards. If all
cards are cancelled, the attacked player of the
next battle collects them (previous battle if it is the
round’s last battle).
Cancelled and
immune from
attacks

CRAVING
(First food Group)

If a player does not
have a craving in hand,
they play any
food group

PLAYER 3

playeR 1

4 The attacked player leads the next battle.

LET’S PLAY!

PLAYER 4

Follow us on Instagram @deadlydessertsgame
for launch and development updates

Remove cards from the deck based on the
number of players.

Highest Lv.
Craving gets
attacked

PLAYER 2

PROTOTYPE EDITION

1

3

face down in a pile in front of them, referred to as
their Stack. Points will be calculated later.

PLAYER 4

CONTENTS:
128 cards
144 health tokens
5 player aides

Everyone starts with health tokens and a
hand full of food champions that WILL attack
someone at the end of each battle.

14

2-10 players

1

player with the highest Lv. Craving gets
3 The
attacked and collects all cards from the battle

Example Set-Up

PLAYER 2

I N ST RUCT I O N S

Goal

Highest Lv.
craving that is
not cancelled

2-Player Feud

Use a 3-player deck and deal 8 cards to
each player, the remaining deck is the draw pile.
Players play two cards each battle, one at a time.
At the end of each battle, players draw until
they have 8 cards in their hands,
if the deck has cards.

scoring

WIN

1

Players battle until they run out of cards,
which ends a round.

2

Each player adds up total damage/healing
in their Stack and removes health tokens
accordingly.

(optional)

Any card with a
or
is a
Super Food and damages or
heals at the end of a round.

LEVEL

Example:

POINTS

= +100 health
= -100 health

See player aides for a reference table of all cards.
The
meat,
plant, and
drink food groups
have one Super Food each. The other cards in
these food groups have no point values and are
used to strategically play around Super Foods.

3

4

Ending a round with all of the Deadly Desserts in your
Stack dishes out your damage while you take none.
All other players are EACH dealt your total damage.
Hangry Pig and Asparaguy each add an additional
-100 health to the Sugar Rush damage if in the
Sugar Rusher’s Stack
Double Agent Seltzer doubles the Sugar Rush
damage if in the Sugar Rusher’s Stack
Double Agent Seltzer does NOT double the
amount of received Sugar Rush damage when in
a non-Sugar Rusher’s Stack

-100

health

+100

health

x2 or
+50 if no
SuperFoods

Sugar Spike A player automatically wins if their
Sugar Rush causes another player to run out of
health.

Hangriest Pig
-200

Double Agent
Seltzer x2 or +50

Froyozen,
The Dragon
-50

Super Bacon Rush Ending a 4-player round with
all Deadly Desserts, Hangry Pig, Asparaguy, and
Double Agent Seltzer in your Stack deals 800
damage to EACH of the other players.

Froyoyoyozen,
The Hydra
x2 all desserts
for All players

what’s the scoop?

Alternatively, the game ends when the first
player runs out of health, regardless of how
many rounds have passed.

Gourmayhem cards are double-sided and
are therefore revealed to other players.

Wimp Tax Players with no superfoods in their
Stack at the end of a round take -50 health for
being a weenie.

An Unlikely Duo Hangry Pig and Asparaguy
in the same stack grants a player +200 health
instead of 0 health (excludes Sugar Rushes).
One’s Trash Is Another’s Treasure
At the start of each round, each player passes
two cards to the player left of them.

Hangry Pig
-100

Quadruple
Agent Seltzer
x4 or +100

Binge Buffet

Perfect Portion Ending a round with exactly
0 health puts a player back at 500 health.

Before the first battle of each round, players have
the option of swapping certain Super Foods with
Gourmayhem Foods (double sided cards)
to double their effects.

Asparaguy
+100

Add up total damage/healing of all
other Super Foods first, then multiply by
2. +50 health instead if Double Agent
Seltzer is a player’s only Super Food.
All
dessert cards are Super Foods,
with higher Lv. cards dealing higher damage.

Optional rules

1

Asparaguy &
BananaBoy
+200

If no player runs out of health at the end of a
round, start the next round by shuffling the
deck and re-dealing to players (players keep
current health tokens). Whoever collected
the Hangry Pig last round starts the first
battle of the new round.
The game ends after 3 rounds or if someone
runs out of health sooner. The player with the
most health wins and is declared Captain
Culinary Catastrophe.

gourmayhem cards

sugar rush

credits

Gourmayhem Cards cannot be played the first time
their food group is a Craving, unless a player has no
other Cravings in hand. (e.g. a player cannot play
Hangriest Pig the first time Meat is the Craving,
unless they have no other Meats in hand)

Interested in helping us test or
promote Deadly Desserts?
SuperFlabberBaconNation Rush

Tag Team Buffet team members sit opposite
one another and share the same Stack.

Reach out to us
@deadlydessertsgame
or honeydoozle@gmail.com

Ending a 4-player round with all Deadly Desserts
and Gourmayhem Foods in one round deals 3600
damage to EACH of the other players.
Basically, you win the next 7 games!

